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Abstract—Wavelength converters can significantly improve
the blocking performance of all-optical networks. The existing
node architectures require large optical switches for sharing the
wavelength converters. This letter proposes a new node architec-
ture called shared-by-wavelength-switches. This node architecture
requires significantly smaller and cheaper optical switches for
sharing the wavelength converters while it gives nearly the same
blocking performance as the existing node architectures.

Index Terms—All-optical networks, optical switches, wavelength
converters.

I. INTRODUCTION

WAVELENGTH converters can significantly improve the
blocking performance of all-optical networks [1]–[8]. It

is necessary to design node architectures for supporting wave-
length conversion. The simplest node architecture, called dedi-
cated wavelength-convertible switch [1], places one wavelength
converter on each outgoing channel prior to multiplexing. Using
this architecture, the expensive wavelength converters cannot be
shared [1]. Hence, several node architectures with shared wave-
length converters were proposed [1]–[3] such as share-per-node
(SPN) and share-per-link, and they still receive much attention
today [5]–[8]. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of SPN. SPN was
demonstrated to achieve nearly the same blocking performance
as the dedicated wavelength-convertible switch [1].

The existing node architectures require large optical switches
for sharing wavelength converters, especially when each fiber
provides many wavelength channels via dense wavelength-divi-
sion multiplexing (some commercial optical systems support up
to 160 wavelength channels per fiber [9]). For example, if a node
using the SPN architecture (see Fig. 1) has incoming/out-
going fibers and with wavelength channels per fiber, it re-
quires an optical switch, where is the
number of wavelength converters per node. If ,

, and , the node requires a 1600 1620 optical
switch. This results in two difficulties:
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Fig. 1. SPN: an existing node architecture [1].

• It is difficult to realize large optical switches because
of various technological constraints (e.g., insertion loss,
crosstalk, optical fiber bundling, mirror manufacturing,
reliability, optical packaging, and control complexity
[10]–[12]). For example, the three-dimensional micro-
electromechanical system (3-D MEMS) is the most
promising technology for realizing large optical switches
[11]–[13] but the largest available switch size is only
1024 1024 [11].

• The cost of an optical switch increases exponentially with
the switch size because 1) the number of switch elements
required increases rapidly [14], 2) higher technological re-
quirements are involved in realizing large optical switches
(e.g., smaller loss per switch element, a higher precision
requirement on the tilting motion of the mirrors for 3-D
MEMS, etc.) [10], [12], and 3) a large optical switch in-
volves more complex control and interconnections [10],
[12]. Therefore, large optical switches are much more ex-
pensive than small ones.

To tackle the above difficulties, we propose a new node ar-
chitecture called shared-by-wavelength-switches. This node ar-
chitecture only requires small and cheap optical switches for
sharing the wavelength converters but it can achieve nearly the
same blocking performance as the SPN architecture. In addi-
tion, this node architecture can complement the novel two-layer
wavelength conversion scheme [7].

II. SHARED-BY-WAVELENGTH-SWITCHES

Our main ideas are as follows. We adopt optical switches
of smaller size for wavelength channels, respectively. When
an incoming channel at any wavelength must go through
wavelength conversion, this channel is switched to one of the
shared wavelength converters. In this manner, the node requires
smaller optical switches while the incoming channels can
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Fig. 2. Shared-by-wavelength-switches: the proposed node architecture.

share the expensive wavelength converters. At the same time,
we design the interconnections within the node such that the
resulting node achieves nearly the same blocking probability
as the existing nodes. This new node architecture is named
shared-by-wavelength-switches because each wavelength con-
verter can be shared by the wavelength switches (i.e., optical
switches at different wavelengths).

Fig. 2 shows our proposed design which requires pieces
of optical switches, wavelength con-
verters, demultiplexers, multiplexers, and
light combiners. and are design choices, where represents
the maximum number of light beams that can be converted to
each wavelength and represents the maximum number of light
beams from each optical switch that can undergo wavelength
conversion. Each optical switch is responsible for switching the
data on one wavelength, and each wavelength converter can con-
vert the incoming light beam into any other wavelengths. The
light combiners are passive devices which can combine mul-
tiple inputs into one output. The light combiners before the
wavelength converters combine the outputs of different optical
switches to the wavelength converters, while the other light
combiners combine the demuliplexed outputs back to the op-
tical switches. All light combiners are allowed at most one light
beam passing through each of them.

We connect the light combiners in a cyclic manner, such that
each light combiner before the wavelength converters would
have about inputs and each of the other light combiners
would have about inputs. To describe the connections of
the light combiners, we need the following numbering conven-
tion (see Fig. 2):

• The outputs of each optical switch ( )
are numbered .

• The light combiners connected before the wavelength
converters are numbered , and the de-
multiplexers connected after the wavelength converters
are numbered in a similar manner.

• The light combiners connected after the demul-
tiplexers are divided into group, and the light
combiners of each combiner group are numbered

.
For the first light combiners, we connect output of the op-

tical switches to the light combiner ( mod ) and the output of
each light combiner is connected to one wavelength converter.

For the other light combiners, each combiner group is
responsible for one wavelength. For each combiner group
( ), the output of demultiplexer on wave-
length is connected to the light combiner ( mod ) and the
outputs of the light combiners are connected to optical switch .

III. DISCUSSION

Our proposed node architecture can achieve a very favorable
tradeoff: its complexity can be significantly reduced while its
performance only slightly degrades. The network designers can
vary and to make this tradeoff to fulfill their preference re-
quirement. In particular, we demonstrate in Section IV that this
tradeoff is very favorable. On the other hand, the existing node
architectures cannot provide this tradeoff.

When and equal , the blocking conditions of our de-
sign are the same as those of SPN. When and are smaller
than , a request for a lightpath at wavelength would be
blocked under the following conditions: 1) wavelength of
the destined outgoing fiber of this request is engaged and 2)
all the groups of paths associated with the wavelength con-
verters connected from the optical switch at wavelength are
not available, where a group of paths associated with a particular
wavelength converter are not available if either this wavelength
converter is engaged or the output paths from this wavelength
converter to the destined fiber are engaged.

Compared with other existing designs [1]–[3], our design re-
quires much smaller and cheaper optical switches (and some
inexpensive and passive light combiners [13]) to give nearly the
same blocking probability.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To compare our proposed design with SPN, we adopt the
same routing algorithm as in [1]. This algorithm transforms the
network into a directed graph with weighted edges, and employs
Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine the routes. Whenever a con-
nection is set up or torn down, the weight of all related edges
will be updated according to the connection and the node archi-
tecture. Hence, the routes of all call requests can be adaptively
determined.

We adopt the ARPA2 network [1] with 21 nodes and 26 bidi-
rectional links. The call requests of each node follow a Poisson
process with arrival rate , and the duration of each call request
is exponentially distributed with rate . Whenever a call request
cannot be served, it is blocked. Each simulation experiment is
run until the 95% confidence interval of the blocking probability
is sufficiently small, where the blocking probability is the prob-
ability that an end-to-end lightpath for one source-destination
pair is blocked.
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Fig. 3. Blocking probability versus traffic loading for different node
architecture designs at W = 100 and � = 1. (a) Number of converters per
nodeM = 20. (b) Number of converters per nodeM = 50.

Fig. 3 shows the blocking probability versus traffic load for
and . We see that the proposed node architec-

ture requires much smaller and hence cheaper optical switches
than the SPN architecture but it gives nearly the same blocking
performance as SPN. For example, when and ,
our node architecture (with and ) and the SPN archi-
tecture have blocking probabilities and ,
respectively (i.e., nearly the same blocking performance), but
our node architecture only requires 5 5 optical switches while
the SPN architectures requires 400 450 optical switches for

.
Fig. 3 also demonstrates that only a few shared wavelength

converters can significantly improve the blocking performance.
For example, the blocking probability of no wavelength con-
version at equals . With 20 shared wave-
length converters (i.e., ), our proposed design ( ,

) can reduce the blocking probability to [see
Fig. 3(a)].

We also perform a simulation experiment on a single node
under symmetric and asymmetric traffic, so that we can focus
on the performance of the proposed node architecture. However,
due to space limitation, we do not include the simulation re-
sults here. All these simulation results confirm that the proposed
node architecture can achieve a very favorable tradeoff: its com-
plexity can be significantly reduced while its performance only
slightly degrades. For the special case when and equal ,
our node architecture performs exactly the same as the SPN ar-
chitecture.

V. CONCLUSION

This letter proposed a new node architecture called
shared-by-wavelength-switches. This node architecture is
more cost-effective than the existing node architectures be-
cause it requires much smaller and cheaper optical switches to
achieve nearly the same blocking performance as the existing
ones.
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